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"Gaia" presents an original chronicle of human so-
ciety, of our relationship with nature and fellow
human beings, of female existence in a constant
struggle for emancipation and survival. The per-
formance focuses on female figures traveling in
time, transforming the definition of female nature
and the natural environment by following the
"dogmas of the times"... or perhaps they define
them? 

In this particularly aquatic eco-artistic journey we
will have as companions the Snake Goddess and
other primitive and modern characters that
emerge from times that we associate with inno-
cence, romance, harmony with nature. We are
witnessing their mutation, martyrdom, revival,
even their death, hoping to experience a kind of
renaissance that will co-ordinate with humility and
reverence, awe and gratitude to the divine natural
phenomena and the rich goods of Mother Earth.

Fysalida Dance, based in Heraklion-Crete and founded in 2006, is Geor-
gia’s artistic vision in order to explore, create and present artworks
through collaboration with artists, educators, therapists and scien-
tists. Taking an architectural look at the various places where an art-
work is presented, collaborating with professional and amateur artists
and with ordinary people through ‘community dance’, improvising,
contact improvisation, dance-theatre and socio-cultural activities and
research as well as the combination of art and activism are character-
istic ‘technical features’ and well-trodden ‘emotional paths’ in the
artistic activities and productions prepared by Georgia. Fysalida’s
motto is ‘movement inside and outside’ and ‘geo_move’ is the name
Georgia has given to one of the technique and practices she is explor-
ing, applying and working with during the past 18 years. ‘geo_move’
is inspired by the body, nature and the environment and is based on
the relationship and interaction of all these elements with each other. 
Until today, the artistic-cultural-ecological oriented work of Georgia
Petrali has traveled around the world and her productions have been
acclaimed, most notably the short film Wrinkles and Dreams that has
received 7 awards in Greece and abroad, the video of the performance
“Ma Crise dans Ta Crise” that received the Award for the Best Art Film
- Document. Art. International Film Festival - 16thEdition - 2012 - Pitesti
- Romania and the video motel Labyrinthos that received the 2nd Prize
at the Contact Dance International Film Festival - Torondo - Canada.

Fysalida Dance - www.fysalidance.com
e-mail: contact@fysalidance.com

tel : (+30) 2810 224321 - (+30) 6942 779510
vimeo: https://vimeo.com/fysalidance

youtube: http://www.youtube.com/user/Fysalidance
facebook: Fysalida Dance - Georgia Petrali



COST ACTIOn IS1405
Building Intrapartum Research
Through Health -an interdisciplinary
whole system approach to under-
standing and contextualising physio-
logical labour and birth (BIRTH)

Georgia Petrali - dancer, performer, choreographer, director, teacher of movement and dance, the
founder of Fysalida Dance (www.fysalidance.com) and the International Contact Improvisation
Crete Festival (www.contactimprocrete.com).
Georgia was born in Crete, Greece and studied dance in England and Holland. Ever since, she has
collaborated with several dance companies, schools, theatres and art places in Greece and abroad,
participated in various dance, video and film festivals, as well as organized various projects for the
community. Her teaching career started in 1998 and in 2007 Georgia moved back to Crete in order
to stir an awareness of dance as an art form. Since her return to Crete, she has being creating and
presenting art in several places in Crete, Greece and abroad; fulfilling activist actions through
movement and art, taking an architectural look at the various places where an artwork is pre-
sented, improvising and using elements of contact improvisation, community dance and dance-the-
atre, brainstorming with fellow humans, researching and collaborating with professional and
amateur artists.
Inspired by the body, nature, and the environment and based on the relationship and interaction of
all these elements with each other, “geo_move” is the name Georgia Petrali has given to the tech-
nique and practices she is exploring, applying and working with. Contemporary dance, improvisa-
tion, composition, contact improvisation, are some of the main kinetic sources of the practice
"geo_move". Through these various forms of movement and expression we wish to discover the
"movement inside and outside", bringing to our body the consciousness it needs to move with clar-
ity, flow and feeling. We train ourselves to explore the spaces inside and outside our body, the dif-
ferent quality of each movement, starting points and paths in the spacetime. Focusing on the
physical forces that the trained body can produce and manage, the circular, continuous routes be-
come the trigger for the activation of our inner pulse and "personal movement". The moods deriv-
ing from the itineraries of our kinesiological travels, as well as the relations created by the bodies
that coexist around us, are the key elements and impulses for the self-observation of our psyche.
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